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MONTANA GLITTER 400ML
The Montana GLITTER 400ml has been the choice of users the world over for a high quality glitter coating that
is refined and aesthetic. This medium pressure, Nitro-Combi based paint range has now been extended to five
metallic colors composed from premium colored metallic pigment particles. It has a gloss finish which is
delivered in a translucent paint base. The range achieves stunning effects on objects and artworks of all kinds
whether you want to repaint your bike, create fine art or make greeting cards. Montana GLITTER 400ml can be
applicable on many different surfaces such as paper, cardboard, primed canvas, wood, glass, metal, ceramics,
porcelain, stone, acrylic and other paintable materials.

PRODUCT INFORMATION "MONTANA GLITTER 400ML"
Lacquer Base

Nitro Combi

Gloss Level

Semi Gloss

Valve System

Medium-Pressure

Color Shades

Silver Transparent
Glitter Amethyst
Glitter Cosmos
Glitter Dusty Gold
Glitter X-Mas Red

Content

400ml

The Montana GLITTER 400ml has been the choice of users the world over for a high quality glitter coating that
is refined and aesthetic. This medium pressure, Nitro-Combi based paint range has now been extended to five
metallic colors composed from premium colored metallic pigment particles. It has a gloss finish which is
delivered in a translucent paint base. The range achieves stunning effects on objects and artworks of all kinds
whether you want to repaint your bike, create fine art or make greeting cards. Montana GLITTER 400ml can be
applicable on many different surfaces such as paper, cardboard, primed canvas, wood, glass, metal, ceramics,
porcelain, stone, acrylic and other paintable materials. After being applied, a thin shiny lacquer coat will show
with a fine distribution of glitter particles. Montana GLITTER 400ml is light fast as well as scratch and dent
resistant. Further coats will lead to a higher density of particles and intensify of the effect. We recommend
shaking well before use even after short pauses in application. For extra durability finishing your project with
the Montana VARNISH Gloss to enhance the metallic effect. Please consider that the achieved final result will
significantly be influenced by the color and gloss level of the undercoat. The transulcent paint base can easily
be covered with many common lacquer types. Can be combined with Montana GOLD, Montana ACRYLIC
markers and conventional acrylic paints. Now available in the colors Silver, Hologram, Dusty Gold, X-Mas Red,
Amethyst and Cosmos.

BROCHURE DOWNLOAD:
TECH & EFFECTS BROCHURE DOWNLOAD pdf.

